Some websites like Napster have been in trouble over copyrights. News and __ outlets usually claim copyrights on their broadcasts. Another term for content is creative __. Content that is in the public __ cannot be copyrighted. Recording your own video at the __ is illegal. A copyright holder has the exclusive __ to the work. Illegal distribution denies __ and production companies their money. __ technology allows copies of works to be as good as the originals. A copyright usually __ 70 years after the author's death. An educator, critic or news service can reference works under "__ __." The owner may __ the work for display, performance, or distribution. Video sharing services like __ __ fight to prohibit copyrighted works. Works created "for hire" or as an employee belong to the __. The __ has increased the distribution of illegally copied works. You can __ your copyrighted works for better legal protection. Rap artists have been in trouble over the years for __ other artists. Piracy continues to be a major issue for __ companies. Copying a copyrighted work without permission is similar to __. Under U.S. law, copyright protection is __ when the work is finished. Years ago, people started copying works using video and audio __. Some companies offer licensed __ of music, movies, ringtones, etc. Term for a work that is based on another copyrighted work. Public documents created by the __ are not copyrightable. A copyright holder may give __ for another person to copy the work. Term for the unauthorized use of a copyrighted work. Copyrights, patents, and trademarks are all considered __ property. Ripped, pirated, and bootleg are terms for __ copies.